Summer Reading Rubric
Student Name:

Summer Reading Assignment

________________________________________

~Read several books this summer!~

CATEGORY 6-5 points
Exceeds
Prop

4-3 points

2-1 points 0 points

Adequately
meets
presentation
ideas. Prop is
used during
presentation but
not integrated
throughout.

Barely meets
presentation
requirements.
Prop not used
in
presentation.

Does not
meet project
requirements.

Used quotes or
information from
text explaining
significance to
them personally.

Used quotes or
information from
text but little or
no personal
significance was
explained.

Book
referenced
only by title
and/or
characters.

No
references to
the book
were made.

Planning/
Effort

There is evidence
of excellent
planning/effort by
the student.

There is some
evidence of
planning/effort
by the student.

There is little
evidence of
planning/effort
by the student.

There is no
evidence of
planning/effor
t by the
student.

Post

Provided well
stated, detailed
answers

Provided
answers to
questions.

Provided
Could not
vague answers answer
to questions.
questions.

Student’s
presentation is 24 minutes in
length.

Student’s
presentation is
over 1 minute,
but less than 2
minutes in
length.

Student’s
Student does
presentation is not willingly
less than one participate.
minute in
length /or goes
over the 4
minute limit

presentation
ideas. Prop is
creative and
mindfully
integrated into
the presentation.

Content

Presentation

Q&A

Time

Total
Points

Choose one to use for a presentation the second week of
school.
*Create a prop of your choosing to use mindfully during
your presentation.
Puppets/character sketches
Flip books
Plot diagrams
Poster
Dress as character
Diorama
Timeline
Foldable
*Come up with your own, all creative ideas
encouraged! 
~But, absolutely NO PowerPoints will be accepted!~
*Write your talk/presentation.
*Find quotes from the book which has personal significance
to you and make reference to them during your
presentation.
*Be sure to use your prop in your talk.
*Your talk must be at least 2 minutes in length but not longer
than 4 minutes. This will be strictly enforced!
* Do NOT give away the ending of your book!!!
* Start with something that will grab our attention. NOT: “The
book I read was…”
* End with a “clincher” that leaves us with something to think
about. NOT: “That’s it.”

*Be prepared to give your presentation
the second week of school!

